Network Extensions and Alterations
If work is requested to extend or alter Enable’s existing network, for example to connect to a new
development, the parties will need to enter into a Network Extension and Alterations Agreement
(NEAA) with Enable to record the work required and the charges payable for that work. This
financial contribution is required to reflect that this is work to our network that we wouldn’t have
carried out otherwise.
This can include (but is not limited to) requests such as:
• Relocating a fibre access point
• Installing a new fibre access point or pedestal
• Extending our network to reach a certain location
• Reticulating our network to allow fibre access to new lots, units or premises
• Altering or moving our network due to a third-party request (i.e. Council or other utility
operator)
Your request may encompass one or more of these scenarios. However, we recognise that not
every enquiry relating to a network extension or alteration requires a detailed design, and some
requests are straight forward.
In some instances, our team will be able to prepare the NEAA almost immediately, based on an
agreed pricing schedule, while more complex work may still require a detailed design to be
completed.
Ultimately, we want to be as transparent as possible with what work will be required to meet your
needs and how much it will cost.
S224 Certification Process
As part of your subdivision process, you may need to apply for a Section 224(c) Certificate under
the Resource Management Act (RMA) 1991 . As part of the s224(c) certification process, you will
require written proof from us that your property or subdivision has telecommunications connection
capability to the net area of the property.
For us to be able to issue you with a provisioning certificate, the work must be completed and
network capacity provided. This means any work we’re undertaking on your behalf will need to be
completed before we can issue a provisioning certificate to verify that your property has service
capability. You will also need to have paid the network extension charges before we will issue the
provisioning certificate. We also prefer to receive the street addressing information at this time.
Contact us
For any enquiries relating to small or large subdivisions please contact:
developments@enable.net.nz

